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Abstract—Neural architecture search (NAS) has achieved unprecedented performance in various computer vision tasks. However,

most existing NAS methods are defected in search efficiency and model generalizability. In this paper, we propose a novel NAS

framework, termed MIGO-NAS, with the aim to guarantee the efficiency and generalizability in arbitrary search spaces. On the one

hand, we formulate the search space as a multivariate probabilistic distribution, which is then optimized by a novel multivariate

information-geometric optimization (MIGO). By approximating the distribution with a sampling, training, and testing pipeline, MIGO

guarantees the memory efficiency, training efficiency, and search flexibility. Besides, MIGO is the first time to decrease the estimation

error of natural gradient in multivariate distribution. On the other hand, for a set of specific constraints, the neural architectures are

generated by a novel dynamic programming network generation (DPNG), which significantly reduces the training cost under various

hardware environments. Experiments validate the advantages of our approach over existing methods by establishing a superior

accuracy and efficiency i.e., 2.39 test error on CIFAR-10 benchmark and 21.7 on ImageNet benchmark, with only 1.5 GPU hours and

96 GPU hours for searching, respectively. Besides, the searched architectures can be well generalize to computer vision tasks

including object detection and semantic segmentation, i.e., 25� FLOPs compression, with 6.4 mAP gain over Pascal VOC dataset, and

29:9� FLOPs compression, with only 1.41 percent performance drop over Cityscapes dataset. The code is publicly available.

Index Terms—Neural architecture search, multivariate information-geometric optimization, dynamic programming

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

DEEP neural networks [1], [2], [3], [4], [5] have achieved
extraordinary success in recent years. However, find-

ing appropriate network architectures still involves exten-
sive human efforts and experience. As an alternative,
NAS was recently proposed to automatically discover

suitable networks by searching over a vast architecture
space. It has rapidly become a research hotspot [6], [7],
[8], [9], [10], [11] and achieved cutting-edge performance
in various computer vision tasks, ranging from image
classification [6], [7], segmentation [12], [13] to detection
[14], [15].

Early works of NAS resort to designing heuristic search
algorithms such as reinforcement learning (RL) [16] and evo-
lution algorithms [17]. For instance, the work in [6] uses a
recurrent neural network (RNN) to generate the descriptions
of neural networks, and then trains such a RNN with rein-
forcement learning to maximize the expected accuracy of the
generated architectures on a validation set. Although merit
in finding good architectures, such approaches require inten-
sive computational and memory costs, e.g., [6] needs to train
and evaluate more than 20,000 neural architectures across
500 GPUs over four days. To alleviate this burden, one-shot
NASmethods [8], [9], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22] were proposed
to construct a super-network to cover the entire search space,
which shares weights between architectures to reduce the
search time to a few GPU hours (e.g., the search process [9]
takes only 24 GPU hours on CIFAR-10) while retaining a
comparable accuracy.

Despite the exciting progresses, existing one-shot NAS
methods remain defected in two folds, i.e., heavy computation
andweak generalization. In terms of heavy computation, existing
methods are still subject to a large yet redundant search
space of network architectures, and thus suffers from heavy
memory and computational overheads. Besides, deep neural
networks have been increasingly deployed in various
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resource-constrained platforms, such as mobile phones,
wearable electronics, and Internet of Things (IoT) devices.
This has raised a new challenge on how to efficiently
search different neural architectures under different con-
straints e.g., latency, model size, and network depth. In
particular, searching specific neural architectures for each
constraint is computationally expensive, as the computa-
tional cost grows linearly with the number of constraints.
To speed-up, previous works [23], [24], [25] have proposed
a “once for all” scheme, i.e., train an over-parameter graph
and infer on different devices to find a good sub-architec-
ture. However, preserving only the inference step is still
time-consuming. For example, the work in [23] needs to
randomly sample 16,000 sub-networks with different archi-
tectures and input image sizes, and then measures their
accuracies on 10,000 validation images sampled from the
original training set.

In terms of the weak generalization, most one-shot meth-
ods are only effective in a specific search space, for instance
block-wise search space and chain-structured search space.
For example, the work in [26] progressively grows the depth
of searched architectures during the training procedure,
which is unusable in the chain-structured search space as
the number of layers is fixed. On the other hand, the train-
ing tricks in [23] may also defect in block-wise search space.
Such a setting contradicts with the practical usage of NAS,
which may need to search different spaces in practice, e.g.,
searching upsample block in [12], [13] and feature fusion
block in [14], [15]. Considering that the purpose of NAS is
to automatically design neural architectures, such weak
generalization severely hinders the application scope of
NAS algorithms.

To address the above two challenges, we present a gen-
eralizable and fast MIGO-NAS, as shown in Fig. 1, which
introduces a novel multivariate information-geometric
optimization (MIGO) with dynamic programming net-
work generation (DPNG). Specifically, following [27], [28],
we first convert the original optimization problem into a
differentiable objective with a specific distribution by
using stochastic relaxation. Previous works [27], [28] also
proposed to find optimal architecture distributions using
IGO, which is efficient in NAS. However, they did not dis-
cuss the potential estimation error of natural gradient in
multivariate distributions. How to decrease this estimation
error is important for black-box optimization problems
(e.g., NAS), because most NAS problems are encoded as
multivariate distributions. In contrast, MIGO-NAS reduces
the error by assigning a relatively larger magnitude to nat-
ural gradients that have higher architecture ranks. This
makes the estimation of natural gradient in MIGO-NAS
more accurate, especially in multivariate distribution.
Moreover, potential architectures can be efficiently gener-
ated by DPNG under different hardware constraints only
within a few seconds on a single CPU. The contributions of
this work are summarized as follows:

� We introduce a novel NAS optimization method,
termed multivariate information-geometric optimi-
zation, which is memory-efficient, fast and flexible
within arbitrary search spaces. Rather than optimiz-
ing through widely-used gradient descend methods
[8], [9], we directly employ stochastic relaxation to
formulate the search space as a probability distribu-
tion, which can then be effectively optimized by

Fig. 1. The overall framework of the proposed MIGO-NAS to find architectures under different constraints on arbitrary search spaces. We first turn the
original optimization problem of architecture search into a differentiable objective with a specific distribution by means of stochastic relaxation. Sec-
ond, a multivariate information-geometric optimization method (Section 3.1) is proposed to optimize the distribution that concentrates around a
branch of architectures with high performance. Then, architectures are generated by dynamic programming (Section 3.2) under different hardware
constraints within a few seconds on a single CPU.
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MIGO. MIGO is easily incorporated into most exist-
ing NAS algorithms to speed up the search process.1

� We provide a theoretical analysis of the proposed
method, which remains largely unexplored in the
NAS community. Specifically, the distribution of a
specific operation is optimized based on the architec-
ture performance, which is theoretically guaranteed
by Theorem 1.

� We propose a novel network generation method,
referred to as dynamic programming network gener-
ation, which is effective and suitable for different
device constraints.

Thiswork is extended from our ICCV oral paper in [21]. The
new extensions include: (i) a new multivariate information-
geometric optimization in Section 3.1; (ii) a new dynamic
programming architecture generation in Section 3.2; (iii) a new
theoretical analysis on the MIGO optimizer. We have also pro-
vided more details about the optimization, as well as adding a
group of comprehensive experiments including new datasets
(i.e., CIFAR-100 and fashionMNIST), new tasks (i.e., object
detection and semantic segmentation) and new search spaces,
which validates the robustness, efficiency, and practicability of
the proposedmethod.

2 RELATED WORK

Neural architecture search can be regarded as a sort of auto-
matic architecture engineering, which has received signifi-
cant attention. For a given dataset, architectures with high
accuracy and low latency are obtained by performing a heu-
ristic search in a predefined search space under some elabo-
rated loss functions. Existing NAS methods mainly focus on
search space and search algorithm. In terms of the search space,
previous human-designed networks are constructed by
stacking reduction (i.e., the spatial dimension is reduced
and the channel dimension is increased) and norm (i.e., the
spatial and channel dimensions are preserved) blocks [1],
[2], [3], [4], [5]. Therefore, most existing NAS methods [6],
[7], [8], [9] can search architectures under the same settings
to work on a block-wise search space. However, recently
works [19], [23], [29], [30] have also found that searching
different kernel sizes and widths on the chain-structure
search space [31], [32], [33], [34], [35] brings a significant
performance improvements.

In terms of the search algorithm, various approaches
have been proposed to explore the architecture search
space. One representative work is to introduce reinforcement
learning into NAS [6], [7], [8], [11], [36], [37]. For example,
Zoph et al. [7] proposed to build a policy function by using
a recurrent neural network, which sequentially generates a
string that encodes a specific neural architecture. Both pol-
icy gradient and proximal policy optimization can be used
in [6] to train the policy network. Cai et al. [36], [37]
employed a tree structure RNN as the network transformer
to encode the search space. In this method, the search space
is reduced and the search process is speeded up by generat-
ing new network architectures with a father network on a
certain predefined RNN. Evolutionary algorithm (EA) has

also been explored to investigate the search space, which
creates and evolutes a population of architectures by utiliz-
ing the evolution crossover and mutation [38], [39]. Despite
the remarkable performance on different computer vision
tasks, huge computational demands are still required for
the above methods. To overcome this issue, several recent
methods have been proposed to accelerate NAS in a one-
shot setting, which can find the network architecture within
a few GPU days. In this one-shot setting, each architecture
in the search space is considered as a sub-graph sampled
from a super-graph, and the search process can be acceler-
ated by parameter sharing [40]. Liu et al. [9] jointly opti-
mized the weights within two nodes and the hyper-
parameters under continuous relaxation. Both the weights
in the graph and the hyper-parameters are updated via
standard gradient descent. However, the method in [9] still
suffers from large GPU memory footprints, and the search
complexity is still not applicable to different devices in real-
world scenarios. To this end, Cai et al. [19] adopted the
differentiable framework and proposed to search architec-
tures without any proxy. EfficientNet [35] has achieved
both state-of-the-art accuracy and search efficiency by
using depthwise convolutions. AtomNAS [41] proposed an
ensemble perspective of the basic block and simultaneously
searched and trained the target architecture in the fine-
grained search space. However, this method is still in the
same line as [9], which needs to search multiple times for
different constraints.

Different from previous methods, we formulate NAS as a
distribtion optimization problem, where the operation selec-
tion is systematically studied. The architecture can be
obtained through optimizing such a distribution (as
detailed in Section 3.1), which is extremely efficient.

3 MIGO-NAS

In this paper, given a specific dataset X , we address the fol-
lowing optimization problem:

maxw2W;a2Afðw;aÞ; s:t: T ðaÞ < V; (1)

where f :W �A ! R is the objective function that is dif-
ferentiable w.r.t. the network weight w 2 W, and is not
differentiable w.r.t. the architecture indicator vector a 2 A 2
RN�M , where N and M denote the number of edges and
operators, respectively. In this paper, we use superscript aA

to represent a specific architecture a and its subscript ai to
represent a certain edge i. T ð:Þ is a function denotes the con-
straints for architectures, such as FLOPs and latency,2 and V
is given for different applications.

In this section, as illustrated in Fig. 1, we present the pro-
posed multivariate information-geometric optimization and
dynamic programming network generation for fast and
generalizable neural architecture search. We first illustrate
how to formulate the optimization problem based on sto-
chastic relaxation. Then, the proposed MIGO optimization
and DPNG approach are introduced in Sections 3.1 and 3.2,
respectively.

1. Code of MIGO-NAS is available at: github.com/zhengxiawu/
XNAS

2. For example, most mobile devices have the constraint that the
FLOPs should be less than 600M.
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3.1 Distribution Optimization

In Fig. 2, we illustrate the basic idea of the distribution opti-
mization. Specifically, we consider the search space as a
probability distribution. In the optimization process, we
randomly sample a batch of samples in the distribution and
generate corresponding f for ranking. For those samples
that have a high rank, we employ a high positive f̂ value to
increase the corresponding probability, and vice versa.
Finally, if f is a convex function, u will gradually apporach
and concentrate on the global optimal value.

Formally, in this paper, we convert the original black-box
optimization in Eq. (1) into a differentiable objective J by
using stochastic relaxation as in[27], [42]. Specifically, we
introduce a family of multivariate probability distribution
puðaÞ defined on A and suppose that: (i) different variables
are independent from each other, i.e., puðaÞ ¼ pu1ða1Þ �
pu2ða2Þ . . .� puN ðaNÞ; (ii) a 2 A is obtained through a
sequential sampling process from pu1 to puN ; (iii) each archi-
tecture has a corresponding probability puðaÞ. For example,
in the NAS search space, ai denotes an one-hot indicator
vector that represents the operation selection of edge i,
namely

puiðaiÞ ¼
1; 0; . . . ; 0½ �with probability ui;1;

. . .
0; 0; . . . ; 1½ �with probability ui;K:

8<:
puðaÞ is also differentiable w.r.t u 2 Q, which means that the
process of stochastic relaxation is to make the black-box
function w.r.t. u be differentiable

Jðw; uÞ ¼
Z
a2A

fðw;aÞpuðaÞda ¼ Epu ½fðw;aÞ�: (2)

As mentioned in [27], [42], the process of stochastic relaxa-
tion exhibits a few decent properties: (i) supu2QJðw; uÞ ¼
supa2Afðw;aÞ, which means that the maximization of J
coincides with the maximization of f ; (ii) J inherits nice
properties of f , e.g., concavity and convexity; (iii) J is differ-
entiable for both w and u

rwJðw; uÞ ¼ Epu ½rwfðw; aÞ�;
ruJðw; uÞ ¼ Epu ½fðw; aÞru lnðpuðaÞÞ�:

Comparing to continuous relaxation methods such as
DARTS [9], stochastic relaxation samples and evaluates
architectures separately, which is memory-efficient, fast,
easy for parallel, and more accurate on performance estima-
tion. In contrast, training models together will cause “model
collapse” as validated in [43].

Another advantage of stochastic relaxation is the gener-
alizability. Stochastic relaxation can handle any distribution
with a differentiable log-density. In our case, the natural
gradient of the log-likelihood is denoted by

rui lnðpuiðaiÞÞ ¼ ai � ui: (3)

Let wt and ut the weights of architecture and distribution
at the epoch t, respectively. We maximize w and u in Eq. (1)
based on gradient and natural gradient alternatively

wtþ1 ¼ wt þ �wrwJðw; utÞ;

utþ1 ¼ ut þ �uruJðwtþ1; uÞ;

where �w is the learning rate of w, �u ¼ du=jjai � uijjF ðuÞ ( jj �
jjF ðuÞ denotes the Fisher norm F�1ðuiÞ ¼ E½ðai � uiÞðai � uiÞT �).
The hyperparameter du can be approximately considered as
the trust region under Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence. In
practice, the corresponding gradients are estimated by the
Monte-Carlo method [44] with independently and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) samples aA � PutðA ¼ 1; . . . ; �Þ, namely,

~rwtJðwt; utÞ ¼ 1

�

X�
i¼1
rwfðwt;aAÞ; (4)

~rutJðwtþ1; utÞ ¼ 1

�

X�
i¼1

fðwtþ1;aAÞðaA � utÞ: (5)

In [27], Akimoto et al. proposed a specific adaptation
mechanism for �u, which is theoretically proven to be a suffi-
cient condition for the stochastic natural gradient update
with monotone improvement on J . However, the method is
still far from satisfactory due to the defection in performance
estimation and multivariate noise. In terms of the defection in
performance estimation, the work in [27] samples the archi-
tectures randomly, which means that bad architectures are
sampled more times and tend to have a better performance.
At the same time, good architectures may be sampled fewer
times and tend to have a worse performance. It brings a
huge noise in finding the good architecture. Second, Liang
et al. [43] have found that there exist both cooperation and
competition in bi-level optimization in Eqs. (4) and (5).
Architectures with more non-parameter layers tend to have
a larger gradient in Eq. (4). Third, the performance of archi-
tectures is not stable with different epochs, and the update
scheme in Eq. (5) also leads to an unstable gradient. In terms
of the multivariate distribution noise, there exists an estima-
tion error of natural gradient in multivariate distribution.
How to decrease this estimation error is important for
black-box optimization problems (e.g., NAS), because most
NAS problems are encoded as multivariate distributions.

Fig. 2. An illustration of the proposed distribution optimization method. A
batch of samples are randomly sampled in the search space and gener-
ate corresponding f for ranking. For those samples that have a high
rank, we employ a high positive f̂ to increase the corresponding proba-
bility, and vice versa.
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Previous methods [27], [42] did not discuss the potential
estimation error in their work.

The proposed multivariate information-geometric method
well addresses the above issues. First, we solve the perfor-
mance estimation issue by a dynamic sampler, which fairly
samples, estimates and dynamically prunes operations in
each edge. Then, for natural gradients with different direc-
tions, MIGO-NAS assigns a relatively larger magnitude to the
corresponding natural gradients that have higher architecture
ranks, which is obtained according to the performance esti-
mation of those sampled architectures. Thismakes the estima-
tion of natural gradient in MIGO-NAS more accurate than
that of ASNG, especially in multivariate distribution as
proved in Theorem 1. We elaborate different components of
ourmethod as below:

Dynamic Sampler. We propose to use a dynamic sampler
to boost the efficiency and effectiveness by a large margin.
Ying et al. [45] carried out a series of experiments to show
that, in the early stage of training, the validation accuracy
rank of different network architectures is not a reliable indi-
cator of the final architecture quality. However, our experi-
mental results suggest that, if an architecture performs
badly at the beginning of training, there is little hope of it
being the final optimal model. As the training progress, this
observation holds with more certainty. Based on the above
observation, we derive a simple yet effective pruning pro-
cess: During training, along with the increasing epoch index
t, we progressively prune the worst model.

The goal of the dynamic sampler lies in two folds: 1) The
operations in each edge are updated with the same amount
of epochs; 2) We dynamically prune the operation with min-
imum probability after training each operation in the search
space by a few epochs. Specifically, we introduce a mask
S 2 RN�M , where the optional operations for edge i are pre-
served in Si. We first generate the network structure by uni-
form sampling without replacement from S. Then, these
architectures are trained and evaluated over one epoch to
update the distribution of pu. After repeating the above
steps with T times, the operation in a specific edge i with
the lowest probability is pruned by setting

Si ¼ Si n fkg; ui;k ¼ 0; (6)

where k is the index of the lowest probability in optional
operations. We provide a systematic method for operation
pruning based on performance estimation via a multivariate
distribution.

Note that in P-DARTS [26], they also propose a similar
progressive pruning method in their optimization method.
The difference betweenP-DARTS [26] anddynamic sampler is
that there is no sampling process in P-DARTS [26]. In
P-DARTS [26] the distributions and the weights of architec-
ture are jointly optimized by the gradient method, which
leads to a high GPU memory consumption. Besides, pruning
with depth growing also largely limited the scope of
P-DARTS [26], i.e., the depth is fixed in chain-structure search
spaces. In contrast, we only select one operation in each itera-
tion, which makes the search process more effective, as quan-
tively illustrated in Table 3.

Multivariate Information-Geometric Optimization.We now in-
troduce the proposed MIGO optimization. We first introduce

a quantile-based approach by replacing the function f in
Eq. (1) with a monotone rewriting f̂ut . A classical and easy
example is to approximate f̂ut by the rank of samples accord-
ing to f as in [27]. Specifically, we can draw � examples by the
dynamic sampler and define the rank of each sample
rankðaAÞ ¼ #fbjfðaAÞ < fðaBÞg, where # denotes the num-
ber of examples that are larger than fðaAÞ. And f̂utð:Þ is
defined as

f̂utðaÞ ¼
1
� ; rankðaÞ > 2�

3 ;
0; otherwise;
� 1

� ; rankðaÞ < �
3 :

8<:
However, this method is effective only in the single variable
pu. We can not guarantee the correctness of the rank infor-
mation from two examples to a specific variable, i.e., for two
i.i.d. examples aA and aB,

p fðw;aA
i Þ > fðw;aB

i Þjfðw;aAÞ > fðw;aBÞ
� �

� 1: (7)

Indeed, the information from samples narrowing into a spe-
cific variable determines the final performance in the case of
multivariate distribution, which means that we should pro-
mote the probability in Eq. (7) asmuch aswe can. In our situa-
tion, unfortunately, p fðw;aA

i Þ > fðw;aB
i Þjfðw;aAÞ > fðw;aBÞ

� �
is not tractable, since fðw;aÞ is black-box w.r.t. a. Instead,
we introduce and estimate some good properties of the
probability.

Algorithm 1.Multivariate Information-Geometric
Optimization

Input: Training data: Xtrain; Ytrain; Validation data:
Xval; Yval; One-shot model G; Sample size �.

Output: Optimized distribution Pu.
1: form ¼M; . . . ; 2 do
2: for t ¼ 1; . . . ; T epoch do
3: K ¼ 0;
4: R  ;;
5: whileK < � do
6: for j ¼ 1; . . . ;M do
7: Sample an architecture from puðaÞ without

replacement;
8: Inherit weights from G;
9: Update weights by forward and backward

propagation by usingXtrain; Ytrain;
10: Evaluate test error fðw;aAÞ onXval; Yval;
11: R R[ faA; fðw;aAÞg
12: end
13: K ¼ K þm;
14: end
15: Update the distribution by employingR on Eq. (9);
16: end
17: For each edge i, compute k ¼ argminkui;k, and then set

ui;k ¼ 0 to prune the kth operation;
18: end

Theorem 1. Assuming that a probability distribution is decom-
posed to Z ¼ X1 þ . . .þXN , X > 0,3 the probability of the

3. The proof of this assumption is in Section 1.3 of our supplementary
material, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at
http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TPAMI.2021.3065138.
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correctness from multivariate to one variable pðXA
i >

XB
i jZA > ZBÞ between two i.i.d. samples A;B is positively

correlated to d ¼ ZA � ZB.4

In NAS, we can only get the evaluation of a specific archi-
tecture (Z). However, in distribution optimization, we need
to obtain the evaluation of operations (X). According to
Theorem 1, the confidence that operations are selected by
aA rather than aB is growing with their distance d. At the
same time, rank will make the distance gap be more signifi-
cant. Accordingly, we change f̂ to

f̂utðaÞ ¼ b log ð1þ drankðaÞÞ=ð1� drankðaÞÞ
h i

; (8)

where widehatrankðaÞ is the normalized rank, i.e., drankðaÞ ¼
3
2
rankðaÞ��=2

� 2 ½�0:75; 0:75�, b is used to control the sensitive-

ness of f̂ut w.r.t. the rankðaÞ. For example, in Fig. 3, the log
function tends to have a larger absolute value with a higher
b, and vice versa. In our paper, we have found that b is not
necessary to be tuned in different tasks, where we set b ¼
0:4 on each case in our experiments. Unlike the transforma-
tion function that allocates the same values with the selected
architectures, in Eq. (8), we tend to assign higher absolute
values to the examples with higher ranks and thus have
higher confidences in the performance estimation as proven
in Theorem 1. Please note that the value of the utility func-
tion is applied after the natural gradient is normalized. The
natural gradient in Eq. (5) is then rewriten as

~rutJðwtþ1; utÞ ¼ 1

�

X�
i¼1

b log
1þ drankðaAÞ
1� drankðaAÞ

" #
ðaA � utÞ:

(9)

We also propose to use momentum to further promote the
probability in Eq. (7). Specifically, the expectation estima-
tion of the gradient through time step twould be more accu-
rate compared with the vanilla natural gradient. Therefore,
we add a fraction g of the natural gradient from the past
time step t to the current update vector as

vt ¼ gvt�1 þ ð1� gÞ � �u ~rutJðwtþ1; utÞ; utþ1 ¼ ut þ vt:

(10)

Essentially, vt increases the probability in Pu whose natural
gradients are always positive through t, at the same time
reduces the probability when the natural gradients are
always negative. As a result, our algorithm converges faster
and achieves more accurate performance estimation. Our
multivariate information-geometric optimization is summa-
rized in Algorithm 1.

Relation and Difference Between MIGO-NAS and MDENAS
[21]. Comparing with MDENAS, the advantages of the pro-
posed MIGO-NAS are as follows: (i) MIGO-NAS has good
generalizability. Specifically, MIGO-NAS is based on the
framework of information geometry optimization [27],
which encodes the NAS problem with probability distribu-
tions. In this way, MIGO-NAS is capable of dealing with
different NAS search spaces which are represented by dif-
ferent types of probability distributions, e.g., Gaussian dis-
tribution for continuous space and category distribution for
discrete space. In contrast, MDENAS [21] only works in dis-
crete space, which leads to limited generalizability. (ii)
MIGO-NAS is theoretically guaranteed. In Theorem 1, we
have proved that the correctness of gradient in the objective
function is positively correlated to function distance for
MIGO-NAS. For higher function distance, MIGO-NAS is
capable of finding a more accurate gradient direction and
assigning higher magnitudes on these gradients. In contrast,
MDENAS [21] assigns the same magnitude on different
function distances. Therefore, the gradients found by MDE-
NAS are less accurate. In conclusion, MIGO-NAS finds a
better solution compared to MDENAS [21]. In Theorem 2,
we also prove that MIGO-NAS has a much lower error
bound compared with MDENAS on multivariate distribu-
tions. (iii) MIGO-NAS eliminates the unfair comparison in
MDENAS [21]. Specifically, in MDENAS [21], operations in
architectures are randomly sampled and trained. Therefore,
different operations are trained with different epochs. In
this way, the comparison between different operations is
unfair. For example, a sub-optimal operation may have opti-
mal performance because of more training epochs. In con-
trast, each operation is trained with the same epochs in the
proposed MIGO-NAS, which guarantees the fairness of the
comparison between operations. (iv) MIGO-NAS also
brings an obvious improvement of performance, as shown
in Section 4.

Relation and Difference Between MIGO-NAS and ASNG
[27]. Except for dynamic sampler and ranking-based utility,
the difference between MIGO-NAS and ASNG also includes
dynamic programming network generation and the expec-
tation estimation of the natural gradient. Specifically, on
one side, dynamic programming network generation gener-
alizes the searched multivariate distribution to find the
architectures that meet the constraints of different hardware
devices. On the other side, expectation estimation of the nat-
ural gradient provides a more accurate natural gradient,
thus accelerates the search process. MIGO-NAS collapses to
ASNG by removing the aforementioned components, e.g.,
dynamic sampler, ranking-based utility, dynamic program-
ming network generation and the expectation estimation of
the natural gradient. This will increase the estimation error

Fig. 3. Values of f̂ut on different rankðaiÞ. The transformation function
equation (7) and the proposed log function equation (8) with b ¼ 0:2 and
0.4, respectively.

4. The proof is in Section 1.1 of our supplementary material due to
the space limitation, available online.
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of natural gradient in NAS, which in turn increases the final
test error. Here we propose a new theorem to better illus-
trate the advantages of our proposed method.

Theorem 2. Assuming that a multivariate random variable Z is
decomposed to the sum of N random variable X, formally,
Z ¼ X1 þ . . .þXN ,

5 X > 0. For every Xi we assume pðX ¼
kÞ ¼ 1

M ; k ¼ 1; . . . ;M. The probability of the correctness from
multivariate Z to a single random variable Xi pðXa

i >
Xb

i jZa > ZbÞ between two i.i.d. samples a; b (i.e., estimation
correctness of natural gradient) is positively correlated to M
and negatively correlated N .6

Theorem 2 indicates that the estimation error of natural
gradient increases as N

M grows. In this case, MIGO-NAS
assigns a relatively larger magnitude to the corresponding
natural gradients to decrease the estimation error. Thus,
MIGO-NAS shows big performance advantages compared
to ASNG on large N

M .

3.2 Dynamic Programming Network Generation

After the optimization process in Section 3.1, we obtain a
probability distribution for our objective Jðw; uÞ. Many recent
methods try to adapt the searched architecture to different
hardwares. A natural way is to employ a regularizer in the
training process [19] or in the evaluation process [23], [46] to
meet different constraints, which is computationally expen-
sive. Some approaches [9], [20], [21], [26] also exploit a discrete
architecture by retaining 2 strongest predecessors for each
intermediate node, and replacing every mixed operation as
the most likely one, which is inflexible and uncontrollable. To
this end, together with the optimized probability distribution
u, we propose to use a dynamic programming to find a good
operation under different constraints. Our inspiration is intui-
tive: The final probability u is an important indicator of the
operations, whichmeans thatwe only need to select the archi-
tecture with maximum expectation under some constraints.
At the same time, the overall computational cost of different
architectures can be also precisely estimated by the summa-
tion of the selected edges. Therefore, it is a classical multiple-
choice knapsack problem and can be effectively solved
through dynamic programming [47]. Specifically, we intro-
duce a variable of constraints (e.g., FLOPs) for each operation
v 2 RN�K and have

maxa
XN
i¼1

aiu
T
i s.t.

XN
i¼1

aiv
T
i 	 V: (11)

F ½i; v� denotes the minimum constraints for the first i edges
with the summation of weight v, and we have

F ½i; v� ¼minfF ½i� 1; v�;
F ½i� 1; v� ui;k� þ vi;kjoperation k 2 edge ig:

(12)

The architecture is obtained by recalling the path F . The
overall network generation algorithm using dynamic

programming is presented in Algorithm 2. Note that the time
complexity isOðN � V �MÞ, where V ¼ int 100� ð

P
i max uiÞ

� �



OðN � 104Þ. Therefore, after the search process, finding an
architecture with different constraints is extremely efficient,
as the dynamic programming in Algorithm 2 only requires a
few seconds on a single CPU.

Algorithm2.Dynaimic ProgrammingNetworkGeneration

Input: Optimized probability u, computation cost v, con-
straint V.

Output: Optimized architecture a�.
1: V ¼ int 100� ð

P
i maxuiÞ

� �
;

2: for i 1 toN do
3: for v 1 to V do
4: for all operation k in edge i do
5: F[i, v] =minfF ½i� 1; v�; F ½i� 1; v� ui;k� þ vi;kg;
6: end
7: end
8: end
9: a� = Recalling the maximum path in F;

4 EXPERIMENT

We quantitatively demonstrate the robustness of our MIGO-
NAS in this section. We first investigate the efficacy of the
proposed optimization algorithm on an artificial landscape
in Section 4.1. We then apply MIGO-NAS to the architecture
search for image classification on the widely-used CIFAR-
100, CIFAR-10, fasionMNIST and ImageNet datasets with
different search spaces and constraints in Section 4.2. To fur-
ther validate the generalizability, we transfer the architec-
tures found on ImageNet to other tasks such as object
detection and semantic segmentation. The experiments are
done with a single NVIDIA Tesla V100, and the algorithm is
implemented using PyTorch 1.0.1.post2 [48]. We have
released all the source code7 including baselines, hyper-
parameter settings, training code8 and search code. All the
figures and tables in our manuscript can be also obtained
with the released source code. At the same time, we care-
fully check all the option checklist [49] and confirmed that
the open-source code meets all the requirements.

4.1 Evaluating on Toy Examples

4.1.1 Evaluating on Test Functions

We use a discretize testing functions including the summa-
tion of index (abbreviated to index sum) and rastrigin [50]
on a 2 RN�M , where N and M denote the number of varia-
bles and partitions, respectively, to validate our effective-
ness. In particular, the index sum is a simple and convex
function that sums the index of each variable of a

fðaÞ ¼ �
X
i

indexðaiÞ: (13)

The rastrigin function is a typical non-convex test function
with large search space and a large number of local minima,
which is defined as

5. The proof of this assumption is in Section 1.3 of our supplemen-
tary material, available online.

6. The proof is in Section 1.2 of supplementary material due to the
space limitation, available online.

7. https://github.com/zhengxiawu/XNAS
8. https://github.com/zhengxiawu/pytorch_cls
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fðaÞ ¼ 10nþ
Xn
i¼1

a2
i � 10 cos ð2paiÞ

� �
: (14)

In Eq. (13), we directly sample integer from ½0;M� to con-
struct indexðaÞ. At the same time, in Eq. (14), ai is generated
by discretizing the domain of definition into M parts. For
example, in rastrigin function, the recommend search
domain is ½�5:12; 5:12�. Therefore, ai is sampled from
½�5:12þ 0� 10:24

M ;�5:12þ 1� 10:24
M ; . . . ; 5:12�. In Eq. (13), the

global optima locates at ai ¼M for i ¼ 1; . . . ; N . In Eq. (14),
the global optima locates at ai ¼ 0 and ai ¼ 1 respectively.
To mimic NN training, we further introduce a Gaussian
noise z 2 R drawn from one dimensional Gaussian distribu-
tion Nð1;fðxeÞÞ, where fðxeÞ is a function that maps the
sampling time matrix xe 2 RN�M to a real valued number,
xfi;jge denotes the number of sampling time in the ith dimen-
sion and the jth element. In [51], Chu et al. demonstrated
that the performance estimation for each sampled architec-
ture is highly influented by the sampling fairness. Therefore
fðxeÞ is defined as maxðxeÞ �minðxeÞ, and the final validate
function is defined as fðaÞ � z.

Evaluation Protocols. Eqs. (13) and (14) have different
function values at the optimal point a�. Therefore, we
employ the normalized L2 distance between a� and a as the
unified evaluation metric for different optimizers and func-
tions, which is defined as

jja� � ajj2
N

: (15)

Baselines. We compare the proposed scheme with several
black-box optimizationmethods and transformations, includ-
ing: (1) IGO [42], which replaces f with a quantile-based
approach. (2) ASNG [27], which is a specific adaption mecha-
nism for the learning rate �u, and is theoretical proven to have
monotone improvement of the objective function. (3)Dynamic
IGO, which is a combination of the proposed dynamic sam-
pler with IGO. (4) Dynamic ASNG, which is a combination of
the proposed dynamic sampler with ASNG. (5) Bayesian opti-
mization [52], which is a widely-used sequential global
optimization for black-box functions and hyperparameter
optimization, and doesn’t require derivatives.

Implementation Details. In the search phase, we optimize a
within 200 epochs over 500 times to obtain a stable perfor-
mance. We follow [27] to set � to 6 and initialize du to 1. �
and du are fixed in the training process. As illustrated in
Fig. 5, the time consumption of Bayesian optimization is
much higher than that of our method. Therefore, we set the
corresponding training epoch to 50. Even in this setting, the
time consumption of Bayesian optimization is still much
higher than ours (300s versus 0.05s).

Results and Discussion. Fig. 4 compares the optimal point
of the test functions with the values found by the corre-
sponding method in each epoch by Eq. (15). In order to bet-
ter show the impact of N and M on the results, in Fig. 4, we
also set different N and M for three test functions. Obvi-
ously, in all functions, our method converges faster and
tends to find a better solution. At the same time, to better
verify the impact of different components on the results, we
also combine the proposed dynamic sampler with IGO and

ASNG, which are denoted as dynamic IGO and dynamic
ASNG. Experiments show that the dynamic sampler greatly
improves the performance of corresponding methods in
most of the settings. However, compared to our method,
dynamic IGO and dynamic ASNG converge slower and are
stuck in a sub-optimal solution when the test functions are
rastrigin and index sum.

Fig. 6 also compares the L2 distances between the optimal
points of rastrigin function with the values found by our
approach of different pruning steps T and different fractions
of the natural gradient g in Eq. (10). Themost interesting find-
ing is in the correlation between g and T . Specifically, when T
is large, our approach tends to choose a small g, since we use
many epochs to estimate the natural gradient, which would
be more accurate, and vice versa. Therefore, to make the pro-
posedmethodmore effective and stable,we set T ¼ 3 and g ¼
0:9 in the following search process.

4.1.2 Evaluating on NAS Benchmark

Benchmarks. NAS-bench-201[54] includes 4-node architec-
tures with an operation from fnone, skip connect, 1� 1 con-
volution, 3� 3 convolution, avg poolg on each edge,
yielding 15; 625 possible architectures. NAS-bench-1shot1
[53] is a subset of NAS-bench-101 [45] which allows to
benchmark one-shot methods on three search spaces over
CIFAR-10. The search spaces have different intermidate and
input nodes, which jointly affects the size of search space.
Specifically, search space 1 has 2,487 possible architectures,
search space 2 has 3,609 possible architectures, and search
space 3 has 24,066 possible architectures. The operation of
each edge in all three search spaces is selected from f1� 1
convolution, 3� 3 convolution, max poolg.

Results and Discussion. We compare our method with
different one-shot search methods, including DARTS [9],

Fig. 5. The time cost of the proposed method and Bayesian optimization.
Other geometry optimization methods have similar time costs with our
method, therefore we only include our method for a better illustration.

Fig. 4. L2 distance between the optimal minimum a� and the searched
results for each epoch of different test functions.
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GDAS [55], P-DARTS [26], PC-darts [20] and the method
proposed in our conference version [21]. The results are
summarized in Table 1. A notable finding is that most of the
one-shot methods are unstable in different search spaces.
For instance, GDAS is comparable with the proposed
method on NAS-bench-201 while shows a much worse per-
formance on NAS-bench-1shot1. Similar observations are
presented in Table 1, it is hard to compare different one-
shot methods. At the same time, the proposed method is
generalized under different search spaces and outperforms
other one-shot methods in accuracy with much lower com-
putation consumption. We attribute the stable and superior
results to the proposed optimization method: The optimiza-
tion of architecture weight and distribution is decoupled in
the proposed method, which leads to a more stable perfor-
mance estimation for different architectures.

4.1.3 Ablation Study With ASNG

In order to better illustrate the difference between ourmethod
and ASNG [27], we provide detailed ablation studys in this
section. Specifically, Fig. 7 compares the rastrigin function
optimization performance of ASNG, dynamic ASNG and the
proposed method under different N

M and �. Note that the
dynamic sampler can not be derived from the principal of

the natural gradient algorithm, we further provide the result
of dynamic ASNG for fair comparison. Obviously, as for both
� and N

M , there is a minor difference between dynamic ASNG
and MIGO when the N

M is small. At the same time, the gap
gradually increases with N

M and �, which demonstrates the
correctness of Theorem. 2. Another notable observation from
Fig. 7 is the effectiveness of the dynamic sampler. ASNG is
clearly failed on noise black box optimization problem
regardless of � and N

M , which is largely alleviated by the pro-
posed dynamic sampler.

Next we evaluate the contributions made by two compo-
nents of the proposed optimization method, namely, utility
function (Eq. (8)) and natural gradient expectation (Eq. (10)).
The results are summarized in Table 2. It is clear that both
Eqs. (8) and (10) bring a positive effect to NAS even when the
sample size � is set to 3. We attribute these superior results to
the proposed optimization ability on finding a more accurate
natural gradient.Another interesting observation fromTable 2
is that the proposed method has a minor performance gap
with different �. We consider that natural gradient in MIGO
is accurate, increasing � no longer brings an obvious perfor-
mance improvement. Therefore, compared to ASNG [27],
MIGO-NAS makes a better trade-off between effectiveness
and efficiency.

4.2 Architecture Search for Image Classification

In this subsection, we compare our approach with state-of-
the-art methods in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency
on CIFAR10 [56], CIFAR-100 [56], fashionMNIST [57] and
ImageNet [58]. We consider the same experiment procedure

Fig. 6. L2 distance between the optimal minimum a� and the searched
results obtained by the proposed method with different g and pruning
steps T .

TABLE 1
Test Error Rates and Search Costs for Our Discovered Architectures, and Other NAS Architectures

on NAS-Bench-1Shot1 [53] or NAS-Bench-201 [54]

Method NASbench201 [54] NASbench1shot1 [53]

Search Test Search Space1 Search Space2 Search Space3

C(103s) E(%) C(103s) E(%) C(103s) E(%) C(103s) E(%)

DARTS-V1 [9] 11.6 54:30� 0:00 17.72 93:34� 0:00 14.7 92:9� 0:02 16.6 93:33� 0:01
DARTS-V2 [9] 35.7 54:30� 0:00 31.14 93:34� 0:00 29.57 92:6� 0:01 10.08 93:35� 0:00
GDAS [9] 31.6 93:61� 0:09 15.31 93:35� 0:01 15.82 93:29� 0:02 13.47 93:34� 0:01
PC-DARTS[20] 6.0 86:98� 0:11 17.00 93:44� 0:00 17.36 92:90� 0:00 15.95 93:02� 0:01
P-DARTS[26] 6.0 86:98� 0:11 � � � � � �
MDENAS [21] 5.3 89:07� 0:60 3.52 88:23� 0:12 3.36 85:57� 0:10 4.03 91:11� 0:02

Ours 3.2 93:15� 0:18 3.45 93:53� 0:00 3.30 93:50� 0:00 4.31 93:62� 0:01

C denotes that the search costs and E denotes the test error on CIFAR-10.

Fig. 7. The rastrigin function optimization performance of ASNG [27],
dynamic ASNG and the proposed optimization method with different �
(left) and N

M (right).
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with previous methods [7], [8], [9], [37] to evaluate the gen-
eralization capability. Specifically, our over all search pipe-
line consists of two stages:

� In the search phase, we randomly split the official
training images into two groups, in which each
group contains 25K images in CIFAR-10. One is used
as the training set Xtrain; Ytrain, and the other is used
as the validation set Xval; Yval in Algorithm 1. In the
main loop, we first disjointly sample M examples
and inherit the corresponding architecture weights
from one-shot model G. The sampled architectures
are trained with Xtrain; Ytrain and evaluated on
Xval; Yval. And the distribution is updated according
to the performance of the sampled architectures by
using Eq. (9). After repeating the above steps for T
times, we then prune the operation with the mini-
mum probability for each edge. The search process
is stopped when there is only one operation in the
search space (i.e.,M ¼ 1).

� After the search process, we obtain a distribution on
which the network with a larger expectation may
yield a better performance. When the search space is
cell-based [9], [20], [26], we follow [9] to derive dis-
crete architecture: selecting two largest probability
in each intermediate node to consist the architecture.
When we evaluate on chain-structure search space,
architectures under different hardware constraints are
obtained by using DPNG. All the networks are then
trained from scratch to obtain the final performance.

Note that in some previous works [9], [20], [26], they run
corresponding multiple times with different random seeds
and pick the best cell based on validation performance. To
make a fair comparison, we do not make any selection and
directly report the corresponding mean, standard deviation
(std), and the best value in Table 3.

4.2.1 Architecture Search Space

Block-Wise Search Space. As illustrated in Fig. 1, we use the
same search space as [6], [7], [9]. We form the designed net-
work with a pre-defined number of cells [6], which can
be either norm cells or reduction cells. Each cell takes the
outputs of the two previous cells as input. A cell is a fully-
connected directed acyclic graph (DAG) with K nodes, i.e.,
fB1; B2; . . . ; BKg. Each node Bi takes the dependent nodes
as input, and generates an output through a sum operation
Bj ¼

P
i < j o

ði;jÞðBiÞ: A node is a specific tensor (e.g., a fea-
ture map in convolutional neural networks) and a directed
edge ði; jÞ between Bi and Bj denotes an operation oði;jÞð:Þ,

which is sampled from the corresponding search space O.
Note that the constraint i < j ensures there will be no cycles
in a cell. Each cell takes the outputs of two dependent cells
as input, and we set the two input nodes as B�1 and B0 for
simplicity. Following [9], the search spaceO consists ofM ¼
8 operations, which are divided into two sets. Specifically,
the parameter operation set Op includes a 3� 3 dilated con-
volution with a dilated rate of 2, a 5� 5 dilated convolution
with a dilated rate of 2, a 3� 3 depth-wise separable convo-
lution, and a 5� 5 depth-wise separable convolution. The
non-parameter operation set On includes a 3� 3 max pool-
ing, a 3� 3 average pooling, no connection (zero), and skip
connection (identity). Therefore, the size of the whole search
space is 2�MN , where N is the number of possible edges
with K intermediate nodes in the fully-connected DAG. In
our case with K ¼ 4, the total number of cell structures in
the search space with the two input nodes is 2� 82þ3þ4þ5 ¼
2� 814, which is an extremely large space to search, and
thus requires an efficient optimization strategy.

Chain-Structure Search Space. We use MobileNet based net-
works [32], [33], [34] as the backbone and build the search
space with different kernels and widths as in [19], [23], [29].
Specifically, in [19], each depth-wise convolution layer in
MobileNet contains various kernel sizes of f3; 5; 7g and
expansion ratios of f3; 6g. Besides, the over-parameterized
network also allows each “norm” layer (the stride is set to 1)
to be skipped by adding the zero operation to the candidate
operation set, which enables a direct trade-off between width
and depth. In this way, the network can be set to: 1) “fatter” or
“thinner” by selecting different expansion ratios; 2) “taller” or
“shorter” by selecting different numbers of zero operations.
In our case with N ¼ 20 layers/edges and M ¼ 2� 3þ 1
choices/operations, the search space is MN ¼ 720, which is
also an extremely large space to search, and also requires an
efficient optimization strategy.

4.2.2 Experimental Settings

We first use the same datasets and evaluation metrics with
existing NAS methods [7], [8], [9], [37]. First, most of the
experiments are conducted on CIFAR-10, which has 50K
training images and 10K testing images from 10 classes
with a resolution of 32� 32. The color intensities of all
images are normalized to ½�1;þ1�. During the architecture
search, we randomly select 5K images from the training set
as a validation set. To further evaluate the generalization
capability, we stack the cells discovered on CIFAR-10 into a
deeper network and then evaluate the classification accu-
racy on ImageNet dataset, which consists of 1,000 classes
with 1.28M training images and 50K validation images.
Here, we consider the mobile setting, where the input image
size is 224� 224 and the number of multiply-add operations
is less than 600M.

In the search process, we consider the reduction cells are
inserted in the second and the third layers, with M ¼ 4
nodes in each cell. The search epoch correlates to the esti-
mating epoch T . In our experiment, we set T ¼ 3, so the net-
work is trained for less than 100 epochs, with a batch size of
512, and the initial channel is set to 16. We use SGD to opti-
mize the network weights W , with an initial learning rate of
0.025, a momentum of 0.9, and a weight decay of 3� 10�4.

TABLE 2
Test Error Rates for the Proposed Optimization Method and
ASNG [27] Under Different Settings on NAS-Bench-201

Optimization � Eq. (8) Eq. (10) Test Error(%)

ASNG 3 � � 8.32
ASNG 6 � � 7.59
MIGO 3 @ � 8.01
MIGO 3 @ @ 7.05
MIGO 6 @ @ 6.85
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The learning rate of category parameters is set to 0.01. The
search process takes only 1.5 GPU hours with one Tesla
V100 on CIFAR-10.

In the architecture evaluation step, our experimental set-
tings are similar to [7], [9], [40]. A large network of 20 cells
is trained for 600 epochs with a batch size of 96 and with
additional regularization, such as cutout [62]. All the net-
works evaluation process in CIFAR-10 takes about 30 GPU
hours on one Tesla V100. When evaluate on ImageNet, we
use two initial convolutional layers with a stride of 2 fol-
lowed by 14 stacked cells in which the 1st, 2nd, 6th and 10th
cells are redction cell. The network is trained for 450 epochs
with a batch size of 256, a weight decay of 3� 10�5, and an
initial learning rate of 0.016. All the experiments and models
are implemented in PyTorch [48]. We train each network for
multiple times and find that there is merely a slight variance
in performance, which demonstrates the stability of our pro-
posed method.

To further validate the effectiveness and generalization
of our proposed method, we also search the architecture on
CIFAR-100 and fashionMNIST datasets, and evaluate the
the trained model using corresponding dataset. Specifically,
CIFAR-100 [63] is similar to the CIFAR-10 dataset, except it
has 100 classes. FashionMnist is a dataset consisting of a
training set of 60; 000 examples and a test set of 10; 000
examples. Each example is a 28� 28 grayscale image, asso-
ciated with a label from 10 classes.

Please note that it is hard to fairly compare different NAS
methods since they have different experiment settings. For
example, PC-DARTS [20] reported the highest accuracy cross
5 runs, while NASNet [6] directly reported the accuracy of
once training. Therefore, for reproducibility, we conduct the

experiments for 4 times with different random seeds for these
methods which have released the search code. We do not
make any selection in each run and directly report the corre-
sponding mean, std, and the best test error in Table 3. At the
same time, for the methods that only released the searched
architecture, we directly employ the structure for training
andmaintain the consistency in the hyperparameters.

4.2.3 Results and Discussion

Result on CIFAR-10.We compare ourmethodwith bothman-
ually designed networks and NAS networks. The manually
designed networks include ResNet [3], DenseNet [4] and
SENet [5]. For NAS networks, we compare our method with
different search methods, including Reinforcement Learning
(RL) methods [7], Evolutional Algorithms [39], Sequential
Model Based Optimization (SMBO) [8], Gradient-based
methods (Gradient) [9], [55], Random Search (RS) [24] and
Multinomial Distribution Learning (MDL) [21].

The results for convolutional architectures on CIFAR-10
are summarized in Table 3. The proposed method outper-
forms the other baselines [7], [9] in accuracy, with much
lower computational consumption (only 0.1 GPU days �
1,800 GPU days in [7]). We attribute these superior results
to our novel way of solving the optimization problem with
MIGO, as well as the fast learning procedure: The network
architecture can be directly obtained from the distribution
when it converges. In contrast, previous methods [7] only
evaluate architectures after the training process, which is
highly inefficient. Another notable observation from Table 3
is that, even with random sampling in the search space, the
test error rate in [9] is only 3.03 percent, which is

TABLE 3
Test Error Rates (mean� std j best) for Our Searched Architectures, Human-Designed

Networks and Other NAS Architectures on CIFAR-10

Architecture Test Error (%) Params Search Cost Search
Our impl Paper result (M) (GPU days) Method

ResNet-18 [3] - 3.41 11.1 - Manual
DenseNet [4] - 4.77 1.0 - Manual
SENet [5] - 4.77 11.2 - Manual

NASNet-Ay [7] 2.67 2.65 3.3 1800 RL
ENASy [40] 2.86 2.89 4.6 0.45 RL
Path-Levely [37] 2.51 2.49 5.7 8 RL
AmoebaNet-By [39] 2.53 2:55� 0:05 3.2 3150 EA
PNASy [8] 3.41 3.41 3.2 225 SMBO
Random Searchy [24] 3:03 - 2.2 2.7 RS
XNASy [59] 2.55 1.8 3.79 0.3 Gradient
GAGEy [60] 2.67 2.50 3.63 0.3 Gradient
DONNS [28] - 5:05� 0:14 - - SNG
Random Search 100� [61] 2:55 - 2.9 108 RS
DARTS(2nd)� [9] 2:75� 0:16j2:51 2:76� 0:16 4:3� 0:08 1.0 Gradient
GDAS� [55] 2:90� 0:12 2.93 3.4 0.8 Gradient
MdeNAS� [21] 2:80� 0:24j2:55 2.55 3:6� 0:33 0.16 MDL
P-DARTS� [26] 2:70� 0:15j2:50 2.50 3:57� 0:32 0.3 Gradient
PC-DARTS� [20] 2:71� 0:11j2:59 2:57� 0:07 3:95� 0:3 0.15 Gradient
ASNG-NAS� [27] 2:85� 0:12j2:59 2:83� 0:14 2:48� 0:4 0.1 ASNG

MIGO-NAS 2:65� 0:14j2:37 - 3:23� 0:2 0.06 MIGO

For a fair comparison, we train the architectures with similar parameters (< 5M) and exactly the same training conditions. � denotes that we search the archi-
tecture with the provided code and train the found architecture with our code. y indicates that we directly train the searched architecture with our code. “Random
Search 100” denotes that we randomly choose 100 architectures and select the best one using standard training and evaluation.
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comparable with the previous methods in the same search
space. We conclude that the high performance of the previ-
ous methods is partially due to that the search space has
been dedicatedly and manually designed with specific
expert knowledge, which is indeed less generalizable. In
contrast, the proposed method quickly explores the search
space and generates better architecture without needing
such expert knowledge. We also report the results of hand-
crafted networks in Table 3. Clearly, our method shows a
notable enhancement, which indicates its superiority in
both resource consumption and test accuracy. Fig. 8 demon-
strates the change of the distribution in the search process.
We can see that the probability distribution is uniform at
the beginning. As the training progresses, the difference of
probability between operations is gradually increased.
Together with the superior performance in Table 3, the pro-
posed MIGO optimizer gradually optimizes the distribution
to the architecture with higher performance.

Result on CIFAR-100 and fashionMNIST. To demonstrate
the generalizability of the proposedmethod, we further com-
pare themodels searched on CIAFAR100 and fashionMNIST
by our approach with other state-of-the-art human-designed
deep models, commercial AutoML platforms and NAS
based models. The summarized results are presented in
Table 4. Using MIGO, we discover a model with only 3.84M
and 2.7M parameters, which achieves 16.7 and 3.94 percent
test error on CIFAR-100 and fashionMNIST, respectively.
Notably, the proposed MIGO optimizer discovers a compa-
rablemodelwith [8], whereas the search cost of our approach
is much less than the others. For example, MIGO-NAS takes
less than 4 hours on a single V100 GPU, which is faster than
the Google AutoML platform by 6 times.

Result on ImageNet. In Table 5, we further compare our
method under the mobile settings on ImageNet to demon-
strate the generalization capability. The best architecture
obtained by our algorithm on CIFAR-10 is transferred to
ImageNet, which follows the same settings as in [7], [37], [40].
The proposed method achieves comparable accuracy to the
state-of-the-art methods [7], [8], [8], [9], [37], [39], [39], [40]
while using far less computational resources. For instance,
MIGO-NAS is faster thanDARTS[9] bymore than 10 times.

Such minimal time and GPU memory consumption ena-
bles our algorithm to be directly applied on ImageNet. We
further conduct a search experiment on ImageNet with a

layer-wise search space. On ImageNet, we keep the same
search hyper-parameters as on CIFAR-10. We follow the
training settings in [19], and train the models for 120 epochs
with a learning rate of 0.01 (annealed down to zero following
a Cosine schedule), and a batch size of 256 on 1 Tesla V100
GPU. Experimental results are reported in Table 5, where our
MIGO-NAS achieves superior performance compared to both
human-designed and automatically searched architectures,
with a much lower computational cost, i.e., we achieve
21.7 percent test error with only 4 GPU days. To further verify
the generalization for different hardware devices, we use the
proposed DPNG to generate neural networks under different
FLOPs constraints. Please note that we only need to search
once to generate architectures under different constraints by
using the proposed DPNG. Therefore, there is no extra search
time for MIGO-NAS 400 and MIGO-NAS 200. In Table 5, we
found that MIGO-NAS 400 also achieves superior perfor-
mance compared to the widely-used EfficientB0[35] without
any extra computational cost.

Fig. 9 demonstrates the detailed optimal architectures on
three constraints: 200M, 400M and 600M FLOPs. There are
some interesting results when imposing different constraints:
(i) At the first layer, the resolution of the feature map is very
large, and the searched architectures prefer lightweight opera-
tion with a kernel size of 3 and an expand ratio of 1. (ii) Mean-
while, in the last layer, the searched architectures prefer large
kernel size, which we attribute to the searched architectures

Fig. 8. The probability of each operation and edge in the block-wise search space through the search process. Each subgraph represents a specific
edge in the architecture search space, and the lines in each subgraph represents different operations in the edge.

TABLE 4
Test Error Rates for Our Discovered Architectures,

Human-Designed Networks and Other NAS Architectures
on CIFAR-100 and fashionMNIST (FMNIST)

Architecture Params Test Error Test Error

(M) CIFAR-100 FMNIST

ResNet [3] 1.7 22.10 5.1
DenseNet-BC [4] 25.6 17.18 4.6
WRN 28-10 [64] 36.5 19.25 4.1

ENAS [40] 4.6 19.43 5.3
AmoebaNet-A [39] 3.1 18.93 5.2
PNAS [8] 3.2 19.53 5.5
Google AutoML (24 hours) - - 6.1

MIGO-NAS (CIFAR-100) 3.84 16.7 -
MIGO-NAS (FMNIST) 2.7 - 3.94
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need to obtain a large receptive field to obtain more informa-
tion of the object before classification. (iii) Unlike other human-
designed neural networks [3], [33], the searched architectures
prefer large kernel sizes such as 5 and 7. We believe that this
may provide a new insight for architecture design.

4.3 Architecture Transfer

To further test the transferability of the discovered architec-
tures to different scenarios in the wild, we embed our discov-
ered architectures as backbones into two other computer
vision tasks, i.e., object detection and semantic segmentation.

TABLE 5
Comparison With the State-of-the-Art Image Classification Networks on ImageNet Under the Mobile Settings

Model Search Search Search Cost Search FLOPs Test

Method Space (GPU days) Dataset Error

1.0-MobileNetV2 [33] manual - - - 300M 28.0
1.5-ShuffleNetV2 [31] manual - - - 299M 27.4
1.4-MobileNetV2 [33] manual - - - 585M 25.3
2.0-ShuffleNetV2 [31] manual - - - 591M 25.1

DARTS [9] gradient cell-wise 4 CIFAR-10 574M 25.7
GDAS [55] gradient cell-wise 0.21 CIFAR-10 581M 24.5
NASNet-A [7] RL cell-wise 1800 CIFAR-10 564M 24.0
AmoebaNet-C [39] evolution cell-wise 3150 CIFAR-10 570M 24.4
PNAS [8] SMBO cell 225 CIFAR-10 588M 24.9
MIGO-NAS MIGO cell-wise 0.16 CIFAR-10 450M 24.2

MnasNet-92 [65] RL cell-wise 3000+ ImageNet 388M 24.7
FBnet-C [29] gradient layer-wise 9 ImageNet 375M 25.1
Mobilenet V3 Large [34] NetAdapt [66] layer-wise - ImageNet 219M 24.8
EfficientNetB0 [35] Grid Search layer-wise - ImageNet 399M 23.7
proxyless-GPU [19] gradient layer-wise 4 ImageNet 465.M 24.9
proxyless-CPU [19] gradient layer-wise 4 ImageNet 439 M 24.7
AtomNAS [41] gradient layer-wise 4 ImageNet 360 M 24.1
MIGO-NAS 600 MIGO layer-wise 4 ImageNet 595M 21.7
MIGO-NAS 400 MIGO layer-wise 4 ImageNet 399M 23.1
MIGO-NAS 200 MIGO layer-wise 4 ImageNet 196M 25.8

We divide these baseline methods into three groups according to the search dataset for a fair comparison. Please note that, searching costs for MIGO-NAS 200,
400 and 600 are 4 GPU days, respectively. However, once completing the search for either of them, we obtain the other architectures directly by the proposed
DPNG.

Fig. 9. The architectures of MIGO-NAS 200 (top), MIGO-NAS 400 (middle) and MIGO-NAS 600 (bottom). K;E denote the kernel size and expand
ratio in the inverted bottleneck of mobilenet backbone, respectively.
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On both of these two tasks, we have obtained superior perfor-
mance compared to other baseline methods, which reveals
that the architecture obtained on image recognition byMIGO-
NAS can bewell transferred to other computer vision tasks.

4.3.1 Transferring to Object Detection

Object detection is a fundamental task in computer vision,
which deals with detecting objects of a certain class. We
directly plug the discovered MIGO-NAS 600/400/200 into
the single-shot detectors [67], which is a widely-used light-
weight object detection framework. All the experiments are
evaluated on the PASCAL VOC dataset [68], we use
VOC2012 trainval and VOC2007 trainval for training, and
evaluate on VOC2007 test. All our models are trained from
scratch without pretrianing on ImageNet.

Table 6 reports the corresponding results on VOC2007
test. In particular, the found architectures clearly achieve a
superior trade-off: (i) MIGO-NAS 200 ourperforms SSDLi-
teV3-Small by 8.7 percent with only 0.18B extra FLOPs. (ii)
MIGO-NAS 400 outperforms SSD300, SSDLiteV3-Large and
SSDLiteV3-Small by 2.7, 2.2 and 12.1 percent respectively
with only 0.87B FLOPs. (iii) MIGO-NAS 600 clearly yields
the best performance with significantly highest AP (68.9)
with a compact FLOPs (1.24B).

4.3.2 Transferring to Semantic Segmentation

Semantic segmentation is another challenging computer
vision task, which provides a dense labelingmap of object cat-
egories for a given image. We directly plug the discovered
MIGO-NAS 600/400/200 into atrous spatial pyramid pooling
[69] to robustly segment objects at multiple scales. All the

experiments are evaluated on the Cityscapes [73], which con-
tains high-resolution images of 1; 024� 2; 048 resolutions
with pixel-wise annotations. The dataset includes 5; 000 finely
annotated images collected from 50 cities, and is split with
2; 975 for training, 500 for validation, and 1; 525 for testing.
Following the evaluation protocol, 19 outputs of 30 semantic
labels are used for evaluation. All our models are trained
from scratchwithout pretrianing on ImageNet [58].

Table 7 shows the results on Cityscapes. Specifically, our
model equippedwithMIGO-NAS 200 as backbone significantly
outperforms human design ESPNet [71], ESPNetV2 [70] and
CCC2 [72] by 7.67, 5.87 and 5.97 percent, respectively. At the
same time, the FLOPs is improved to 3.84B, which is 1.32, 1.0,
and0.94 comparingwithESPNet, ESPNetV2, andCCC2, respec-
tively. Besides, the foundMIGO-NAS architectures also achieve
a superior trade-off betweenmIOUandmodel latency.Compar-
ing with MobilenetV3 [34], all of our models outperform by at
least 1.2 percent with a faster GPU latency. Comparing with the
redundant model Resnet 50, the performance of our compact
model drops slightly by 1.41 percent, but the latter of which has
amuch lower parameter size, FLOPs, andGPULatency.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented MIGO-NAS framework, which
significantly reduces the search time by formulating the
search space as a probabilistic distribution. The distribution is
optimized by a newmultivariate information-geometric opti-
mization method. Together with the dynamic programming
network generation, our method can significantly reduce
the computational cost under different constraints, while
achieving the superior performances on CIFAR-10, CIFAR-
100, fashionMNIST,and ImageNet. Furthermore, the searched
architectures can also be transferred well to downstream
tasks, such as object detection and semantic segmentation.
We have also released the code to share our progress inNAS.
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TABLE 6
Average Precision (AP) and FLOPs of Different Backbones on

the PASCALVOC Object Detection Dataset

Model Backbone FLOPs AP

SSD300� [67] VGG-16 [2] 31.40B 62.5
SSDLiteV3-Large� [34] MobileNetV3-Large 0.73B 63.0
SSDLiteV3-Small� [34] MobileNetV3-Small 0.27B 53.1

MIGO-NAS 200 SSDLite MIGO-NAS 200 0.45B 61.8
MIGO-NAS 400 SSDLite MIGO-NAS 400 0.87B 65.2
MIGO-NAS 600 SSDLite MIGO-NAS 600 1.24B 68.9

� denotes that these baseline models are trained using our implementation with
the same training conditions.

TABLE 7
Semantic Segmentation mIOU, Parameter Size, FLOPs, GPU Latency and CPU Latency of

Different Backbones on the Cityscapes Dataset

Model mIOU Backbone Parameters FLOPs GPU Latency CPU Latency

Resnet-50 ASPP� 73.86 Resnet 50[69] 23.05M 308.74B 75.2ms 856ms
MobilenetV3 ASPP� 66.77 MobileNetV3 [34] 6.7M 4.45B 38.7ms 821ms
ESPNet V2[70] 62.1 - - 3.86B - -
ESPNet V1 [71] 60.3 - - 5.09B - -
CCC2 [72] 62.0 - - 3.62B - -

MIGO-NAS 200 ASPP 67.97 MIGO-NAS 200 4.47M 3.84B 14.6ms 722ms
MIGO-NAS 400 ASPP 71.12 MIGO-NAS 400 7.78M 7.57B 22.2ms 764ms
MIGO-NAS 600 ASPP 72.45 MIGO-NAS 600 8.88M 10.31B 34.3ms 961ms

� denotes that these baseline models are trained using our implementation with the same training conditions.
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